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DISPOSITION: STIPULATION ADOPTED

On September 12, 2002, the Public Utility Commission of Oregon
(Commission) entered Order No. 02-634 in Docket No. UG 143, adopting a stipulation
that authorized Northwest Natural Gas Company (NWN) to implement a Distribution
Margin Normalization (DMN) tariff (also known as a “partial decoupling mechanism”).
Under the terms of the stipulation, the partial decoupling mechanism terminates on
September 30, 2005, unless extended by the Commission. The stipulation further
provided that by March 31, 2005, NWN would submit the results of an independent study
regarding the partial decoupling mechanism’s effectiveness, and would ask the
Commission to open an investigation to consider whether the partial decoupling
mechanism should be continued.

On March 31, 2005, NWN filed a petition asking the Commission to
investigate whether the DMN tariff should continue. As part of the petition, NWN
attached the results of the independent study. Prehearing conferences were held May 9
and May 17, 2005. Parties to the proceeding are Citizens’ Utility Board of Oregon
(CUB), Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE), Avista Corporation (Avista), Northwest
Energy Coalition (NW Energy Coalition), Cascade Natural Gas Corporation (Cascade),
Community Action Directors of Oregon (CADO), Oregon Energy Coordinators
Association (OECA), Northwest Industrial Gas Users (NWIGU), Natural Resources
Defense Council (NRDC), NWN and Staff.

On August 5, 2005, NWN filed a stipulation and joint testimony. On
August 12, 2005, NWN filed a revised Schedule 190. The stipulation was signed by all
of the parties except for Avista and Cascade. 1 Parties were given until August 19, 2005
to object to the stipulation and revised Schedule 190. No objections were received.

1 The parties’ testimony indicated that neither Avista nor Cascade objected to the stipulation, even though
they did not sign the stipulation.
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Stipulation

The stipulation, attached as Appendix A and incorporated herein, extends
the DMN tariff (Schedule 190) for four years with the following modifications. First, the
parties agree that NWN should defer and amortize 100 percent of the distribution margin
differential rather than 90 percent, which is the figure currently used in Schedule 190.
Second, the parties agree that as long as Schedule 190 remains in effect, none of the
parties will seek termination of NWN Schedule 301 (Public Purposes Funding
Surcharge), Schedule 310 (Oregon Low-Income Gas Assistance, also known as OLGA),
and Schedule 320 (Oregon Low-Income Energy Efficiency Program). Third, industrial
customers served on Schedules 3, 31, and 32, along with industrial customers under
special contracts, will not be charged or eligible for any of the programs under Schedules
301, 310 and 320. Fourth, NWN will work with representatives from CADO, OECA and
other interested persons to establish an OLGA advisory group. This group, which will
meet quarterly, will facilitate communications and provide advice about the
administration of the OLGA program. The parties assert that the stipulation is in the
public interest, and results in a fair, just and reasonable resolution of all matters at issue.

Discussion

NWN currently has a weather-adjusted rate mechanism (WARM) in effect
until September 30, 2008. The parties recommend extending the DMN tariff for four
years, so that it could be evaluated alongside WARM. Further, the parties state that
having the DMN tariff in effect one year longer than WARM will “ensure that any delay
in analyzing and potentially extending WARM will not affect DMN.” Joint Testimony
at 4.

Under the current Schedule 190, NWN defers and subsequently amortizes
90 percent of the margin differentials for the residential and commercial customer
groups. The proposed Schedule 190 provides for 100 percent deferral and amortization
of the margin differentials. This change eliminates the non-weather related margin
variability related to distribution fixed costs. As before, the deferral will be a credit
(accruing a refund to customers) if the differential is positive, or a debit (accruing a
recovery by NWN) if the differential is negative.

Currently, industrial customers served on Schedules 3, 31 and 32, along
with industrial customers under special contracts are not charged for any of the gas-
related programs outlined in Schedules 301, 310 and 320. The current stipulation makes
clear that these same industrial customers will not be eligible for Energy Trust Funding
for natural gas related conservation and efficiency programs. We agree that if the
industrial customers are not contributing money, they should not participate.

Finally, the parties agree to establish an advisory group for the OLGA
program. The first meeting will occur no later than October 1, 2005, with subsequent
meetings to be held every quarter. While the advisory group will provide advice to NWN
























